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Although historians had long missed the importance of religion in American 
politics, it has recently become a central topic. My focus will be on the late- 
nineteenth century, with particular concern for why voting and party affiliation 
were highly correlated with religious preferences. I will attempt to broaden the 
standard argument to include not merely denominational preferences but also 
moral or ethical views. 

The ethnocultural model asserts that the deep party loyalty that characterized 
voters in the nineteenth century was grounded largely -though not exclusively 
-on religion, or more exactly, the combination of ethnicity and religion.' There 
were three ways in which ethnoreligious factors operated: through group solidar- 
ity, religious organization, and modes of moral reasoning. 

First, many groups - such as Irish Catholics, northem Methodists, and 
Swedish Lutherans - formed relatively tight communal identifications, or Ge-
meinschaft. A large portion of routine interaction, such as friendships, business 
dealings, political conversations, and marriage were typically conducted within 
the group2 In many rural areas, and in some city neighborhoods as well, most or 
all the inhabitants belonged to the same ethnocultural group. Furthermore, differ- 
ent groups might he rivals or opponents - especially in religious matters. 
Southern whites and southern blacks, German Catholics and Lutherans, lrish 
Catholics and Protestants, for example, cordially detested each other, and en- 
hanced their identities by knowledge of their enemies. Immigrant settlements saw 
the need for mutual solidarity to survive and thrive in the new land. Not surpris- 
ingly, such solidarity promoted a common political allegiance. In the competitive 
marketplace of democratic elections, a united front attracted politicians who 
would trade favors for votes. The favors might include the recognition of the 
group in the form of nominations for honorific office, or tangible benefits for a 
neighborhood, or support for policies that the group particularly favored. 

The enthnoreligious environment in which the typical American lived a cen- 

*The original version of this essay war presented at the Eighth Libenanan Scholars Conference, 
October 1981. in New York City. 
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tury ago was much more salient than it is today. Certain minority groups today, 
especially blacks, do resemble nineteenth-century ethnoreligious groups; the 
intensity of black loyalty to theDemocratic party isquite suggestive in this regard. 
However, Americans today move in such a complex overlap of different groups 
that religion, in this first sense, is not nearly as important anymore. Historians and 
political scientists in the first half of the twentieth century, proud of their own 
cosmopolitan emancipation from the narrow confines of ethnocultural groups, 
denigrated the desirability of group voting practices. They knew it existed, but 
saw the particularism of group demands as conflicting with the universalism of 
good public policy. Intellectuals, especially in the Progressive Era, actively 
worked for structural reforms that would reduce the importance of both particular- 
istic group voting power and party loyalty. They were quite hostile to ethnocul- 
tural factors, and did not study them. The 1960's and 1970's saw a decline in 
confidence in universalistic Progressive values, and a reaction in celebration of 
ethnic and racial diversity, which in part accounts for the resurgence of historical 
interest in our topic. 

The second way in which ethnoreligious factors operated was through the 
explicit mobilization of a religious body, through its ministers, associations, and 
press, in favor of (or against) definite political goals. The most dramatic case in 
the nineteenth century involved the Mormons. Less spectacular but more impor- 
tant was the movement within certain bodies in favor of large reforms, especially 
prohibition of liquor and abolition of slavery. Until recently, cosmopolitan histo- 
rians avoided analysis of the temperance movement and downplayed the role of 
religion in antislavery. The central importance of religion is now well estab- 
lished.) But it is critical to note that not all religious groups were reformist. All 
claimed to base their ethics on Christianity, to be sure (excluding the small Jewish 
groups), but the Christian ethic meant very different things to different bodies. It 
is the task of a satisfactory historical theory to explain why certain groups were 
reformist and others not. The ethnocultural model does this and, by linking the 
reform movements primarily to the Republican party, provides the critical link 
between religion and voting. 

Nearly all the major nineteenth-century denominations -with the important 
exception of the Southern Baptists -had developed, by 1840 or so, an organiza- 
tional infrastructure that could be mobilized politically. The ethnocultural model 
asserts that certain denominations - the pietistic ones - used their structure 
politically, while others -the liturgical or ritualistic ones -did not. To explain 
the difference we must explore some old theology and ethics, keeping in mind that 
certainly theology and perhaps ethics were of much greater salience a century ago 
than they are today. 

The pietistic denominations were those dominated by pietistic members, 
notably the Methodists, Quakers, (New School) Presbyterians, Disciples, North- 
em Baptists, Congregationalists, English Lutherans, and Scandinavian Luther- 
ans. The liturgical groups were the Roman Catholics, (Old School) Presbyterians, 
Episcopalians, and German Lutherans. Some denominations were tom between 
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pietistic and liturgical forces (e.g., the battle between the Low Church and High 
Church Episcopalians). The Southern Baptists, although numerically quite impor- 
tant, contained both elements and was organized so loosely at the time that they 
are quite difficult to analyze. 

The pietists, although of diverse historical heritages, had converged in the 
early-nineteenth century toward certain distinct theological and moral principles. 
Probably their most basic unity was the conviction that religious salvation depend- 
ed upon a deeply personal internal feeling of the presenEe of Christ with;n the 
soul. The pietists rejected predestination and held instead to Arminianism -the 
idea that all men can be saved by a direct confrontation with Christ (not the 
church) through a conversion experience. In the first half of the century, the 
revival was the chief means to conversion. Employing revival techniques with 
phenomenal success, the pietists succeeded in transforming America from a 
largely de-Christianized society in 1790 (less than 10% church members) to a 
largely Christianized society by 1890 (more than 70% church member^).^ After 
mid-century, the revivals grew less impo~tant, as the main task became the 
retention of children of church members. Hence the importance of Sunday 
schools, YMCA's, and youth groups like Christian Endeavor. (Foreign mission 
work also became important.) 

"Pietism" is not merely a convenient and suggestive term, it also is rooted in 
European religious history.5 (The American pietists usually called themselves 
"evangelicals.") The Pietistic movement in Germany in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries was a reaction against the liturgicalism of the established 
Lutheran and Reformed churches. In the early-nineteenth century Pietism took 
control of the German churches, and many of the dissenters fled to America 
(hence the origin of the Missouri Synod Lutherans). In Scandinavia Pietism was 
opposed by the established church, and the dissenters came to America (e.g., the 
Augustana Swedes and Haugean Danes). Although forms of pietism were impor- 
tant in the English Reformation, the established church was liturgical. Some 
dissenters fled (Puritans, Pilgrims), and those remaining (Congregationalists, 
Quakers, etc.) were a small, albeit active minority in England. 

The Puritans and Baptists who came to America were Calvinists, not Armin- 
ians. In New England the Congregationalists were transformed in a pietistic 
direction by the First and Second Great Awakenings. The revivals of Charles 
Finney and Lyman Beecher and the child-nurture teachings of Horace Bushnell 
transformed the descendants of the Puritans into pietists. (Beecher was a Presbyte- 
rian; his denomination split on the issue, while the Calvinists, led by Princeton 
theologians, moved in a liturgical direction). 

The Methodists, a pietistic faction within the Church of England strongly 
influenced by German Pietism, were superbly organized to exploit the revival 
technique in America, becoming the largest and most politically active denomina- 
tion by the time of the Civil War. 

The liturgicals, although quite diverse, had a very different theological out- 
look. Salvation came through strict adherence to the Church, through its sacra- 
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ments or its creeds. Spontaneous inner religiosity was dangerous unless properly 
controlled by priests or theologians. For most liturgicals, certain prescribed rituals 
were essential (e.g., the Mass and baptism by immersion; compare Orthodox 
Judaism). Likewise most were hierarchical and authoritarian, so that false doc- 
trine and heresy could be crushed. As opposed to the universalistic Arminianism 
of the pietists, the liturgicals were particularistic. Only certain souls would be 
saved, and salvation outside the "true faith" was unlikely or impossible. Heresy, 
pride and insubordination were the cardinal sins for the liturgicals, hence they 
devoted themselves to theological scholasticism, heresy trials, and the establish- 
ment of parochial schools where their youth would be exposed only to the truth. 

The pietists were the aggressive group because of their universalism. Not only 
could everyone be saved, but they should be. Impediments to salvation in the 
human environment were morally evil, so it was the duty of every good pietistic 
Christian to remove them. By the late 1830's the chief evils had been identified as 
ignorance (hence a crusade for free public schools and, later, compulsory educa- 
tion), intemperance (hence prohibition), and slavery (hence abolitionism). The 
moral reasoning of the pietist was based upon two deep inner feelings generated 
by the conversion experience: guilt and achievement. The revivals worked be- 
cause the preachers successfully infused the listener with a deep sense of guilt 
over his sins, and anxiety about his terrible fate, and then removed the guilt and 
anxiety by the joyful experience of conversion to the faith that Christ had reached 
out and saved a sinner. The modem era is often called an age of anxiety because of 
the peculiar deep emotional stress faced by individuals. The revivalists identified 
this anxiety, intensified it, and provided an immediate solution, together with a 
permanent support network of coreligionists.'The achievement of salvation was 
not just momentary, like some mystical or psychedelic experience; it involved a 
rebirth, a new life of holiness, continuous self-examination, Bible reading, and 
the duty to help others to achieve their salvation. 

The sense of achievement associated with conversion mandated constant 
introspection, heightened the sense of anxiety about future individual guilt, and 
alerted the person to the reality of social evils. It may also have produced a sense 
of collective guilt for social evil. The sense of achievement carried over into the 
secular realm, giving a modem, achievement-oriented, future-directed personal- 
ity to the pietists, while the liturgicals and the unchurched retained traditionalistic, 
fatalistic personalities. Max Weber came close to this analysis in describing the 
"Protestant E t h i ~ . " ~  For the political historian the critical aspect of pietism is its 
impact on the public arena. The inner logic of pietism forced it to expand: its 
"manifest destiny" was to Christianize the entire world, beginning with the 
country at hand. Much of what the rest of the globe considers distinctively 
"American" can be traced to this impulse- yet not all; Andrew Jackson and his 
legions had an equally aggressive policy, but it was directed at foreigners9 Some 
pietist efforts, such as the school crusade, did not encounter articulate, organized 
or effective opposition; opposition was in the form of passive resistance. The 
temperance crusade encountered passive resistance at first; only in the mid- 
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1850's, when the drys began to pass tough laws (e.g., the Maine Law) did serious 
opposition form, align itself with the Democratic party, and start winning. 

The slavery question was much more complex and, as was obvious to all at the 
time, was a truly dangerous issue. The ideological, philosophical and religious 
sensibilities of the early-nineteenth century all pointed to the evil of slavery; by 
the 1840's there was scarcely a literate person in the North (or in Europe) willing 
to call slavery a good thing; most called it evil. The pietists, or at least their 
leading edge, went one step further and proclaimed the act of slave ownership 
itself to be a sin, despite the reasonably clear Biblical sanction for the practice.'O 
The Methodist denomination split North and South in 1844 on the question of 
allowing a bishop to own slaves, and the Baptists split the same year on the matter 
of missionaries owning slaves. 

Southem pietists rejected the lewd Yankee suggestions that slavery was 
conducive to sexual immorality. Even more troubling was the argument that the 
ownership of one person by another blocked the progress of individual salvation 
and self-development. Eventually the Southern pietists decided that slavery was 
not a sin and was, in fact, tolerable in this evil world, for the self-development of 
the blacks was more feasible under the tutelege of Christian slavemasters than 
under pagan conditions in Africa. The historian must stress that as late as the eve 
of the Civil War pietistic religion did not dominate the South. Indeed, Christians 
there considered themselves a beleaguered minority." The political-cultural 
dominance of the pietists came after the war, and in part as a result of battlefield 
revivals. 

The moral reasoning and social ethics of the liturgicals was quite different.I2 
They were much more particularistic, and the extended kin group or the church 
congregation was the center of their concern. Group ethical standards were 
maintained by manifestations of honor and shame, as opposed to achievement and 
guilt. Excommunication was the most dreaded penalty, while the love and ac- 
claim of the group was the highest earthly reward (the liturgical churches also 
guaranteed eternal rewards for everyone who followed their codes.) Proper moral 
behavior was what pleased God -and the liturgicals knew what God wanted, for 
He had codified it through the teachings of their church. Right behavior, and, 
ultimately, salvation depended upon following the rules exactly. The inner spirit 
which the pietists listened to, the liturgicals explained, was a dangerous source of 
trouble, particularly for individualists with a great deal of pride. Traditionalistic 
child-rearing practices focused on overcoming pride, breaking the defiant will, 
and making the child submissive to God, that is, obedient to the rules set down by 
parents and other authorities. Nothing alarmed pietists more than the Catholic 
dogma that priests could absolve sinners of their guilt through the sacrament of 
penance. This meant that a hierarchy was superior to the individual conscience. 
Catholicism itself was not immune to the individualistic American ethos, and 
Catholic temperance and revival movements flourished briefly. For the most part, 
however, the Catholics channeled individual energies into church building, and 
overcame anxiety by the creation of an elaborate structure of new rituals focused 
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around Mary and the E u c h c s t  and inculcated through a separate parochial school 
system and very active local parishes. The High Church Episcopalians, beating 
back the Low Church challenge, likewise fostered rituals and ceremony, as well 
as gothic architecture. If inner piety resulted from the performances of rituals, so 
much the better, but while anxiety would be relieved, the sense of guilt and 
achievement was neither sought, nor desired, nor likely. 

In non-Catholic high church philosophy, especially the "Princeton theology" 
that controlled about half the Presbyterian denomination, heavy use was made of 
the concept of conscience as developed by the eighteenth-century Scottish moral- 
ists, including Adam Smith. Conscience was real and reflected the will of God, 
Princeton said, but following Smith, it also noted that the consensus of the 
community which approved or disapproved specific conduct was superior to the 
unaided conclusions of the individual conscience. In other words, this ethics was 
other-directed and based heavily on honor and shame." 

For all the liturgicals, morality was a matter for religion, especially the 
religious group, and not for the state. The question of imposing their own moral 
codes through civil laws did not arise. for they were sufficiently powerful no- 
where in American politics. The "moral majority" approach is not advantageous 
to moral minorities. On specific ethical questions, the liturgicals did not hold 
liquor or slavery to be intrinsically immoral. But they did feel it was wrong for the 
state to impose a moral standard at variance from their own, and they refused to 
support politicians who proposed to do so. 

Going deeper than theological distinctions between pietists and liturgicals 
were their different modes of moral reasoning. The pietistic ethic was teleologi- 
cal, that is goal-directed. Moral behavior consisted in the search for goodness, for 
both the individual and the community. Several intellectual trends came together 
to forge this ethic. The pietistic religious eschatology (or doctrine of last things) 
was "post-millennial" - that is, they believed that Christ's second coming 
would take place after a thousand-year millennium of peace and goodness had 
descended upon earth. It was the duty of the Christian to evangelize and prosely- 
tize, so as to achieve this millennium, beginning immediately. (In a related 
demand the abolitionists called for the immediate ending of slavery.) German 
idealist philosophy and theology was a second, major contribution to the ethic. 
The idealists -Kant, Fichte, Hegel, and, especially, Schleiermacher - influ-
enced American thought directly through the Transcendentalist movement (e.g., 
R.  W. Emerson and H. D. Thoreau), and through theological seminaries late in 
the century.I4 Idealist ethics stressed the full development and expression of the 
talents latent in the individual personally. This idealism can be seen in the new 
emphasis on child-rearing (especially in Horace Bushnell), which stressed en- 
couragement and development of the child's potential in sharp contrast to the 
older Calvinist emphasis on absolute control over sinful will.'5 The idealist 
philosophy, with its promise of achievement, emboldened the pietists to the 
confidence that they could indeed change the world. Finally, in a trend closely 
related to idealism, romanticism, the focus of religious behavior was placed on 
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feeling. Searching for God within one's own soul, as Schleiermacher, Coleridge 
and Emerson taught, helped the pietist realize that his or her values were truly 
godly, and that obstacles to those values were sinful. 

The moral reasoning of the liturgicals pointed in quite another direction. Few 
if any were post-millenarians, hence they lacked confidence that the world could 
be transformed. Most held that the world was inherently evil and dangerous and 
that the best true Christians could do was to band together, avoid contact with non- 
believers, and seek salvation within the m e  faith. Protestants in the South fit this 
pattern, and were therefore much more reluctant to support any son of reform, 
particularly if it meant close association with the ungodly.I6The German Luther- 
ans, likewise, had a dark and gloomy view of society about them. 

Pre-millennialism played an important role beginning in the middle-nine- 
teenth century." Believers felt that Christ's Second Coming would come any 
hour. Some sects (the Seventh Day Adventists, Nazarenes, Holiness sects, and 
Jehovah's Witnesses) were organized around this belief, and withdrew complete- 
ly from social or political activity. A large group of pietists became converted to 
pre-millennialism in the late-nineteenth century through the revival activities of 
Dwight Moody, Billy Sunday, and the "dispensationalist" preachers. They 
emphasized the literal interpretation of the Bible and, adopting Princeton's Pres- 
byterian theology, emerged as the "fundamentalist" movement in the early- 
twentieth century. The fundamentalists rejected social activism, and, apart from 
the Scopes episode in the 1920's, avoided politics. However, reborn fundamen- 
talist Christians suddenly emerged as a political force in the 1970's under the aegis 
of the "Moral Majority" and kindred groups. (The Ku Klux KIan movement of 
the 1920's was certainly political, hut it was rooted more in mainline pietistic 
groups than in the fundamentalist movement.) 

The moral reasoning of the liturgicals, in contrast to the teleology of the 
pietists, was rule-oriented, or "deontological." Moral conduct consisted not in 
pursuit of some good, but rather in close adherence to specific rules of conduct. 
The rules reflected God's will, and were authoritatively articulated through The 
Church. The Catholics were the most explicitly deontological, but the Protestant 
liturgicals were also affected. Indeed, before the impact of idealism became felt, 
all the colleges in eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century America strongly 
emphasized courses in morality, with textbooks based on the rule-oriented Scot- 
tish "common sense" school of philosophy (John Locke, Shaftsbury, Thomas 
Reid, Adam Smith).In In secular terms, deontological ethics was expressed in a 
devotion to the letter of the law, especially to the Constitution. The contrasting 
modes of moral reasoning were expressed directly in politics. Andrew Jackson 
and his allies, building on the strict Constitutionalism of the Jeffersonians and the 
"Old Republicans," created a Democratic party committed to a structure of rules 
in which individuals would be free to act as they chose. Early libertarians like 
William Leggett were staunch Democrats, and held that, once the proper rules -
usually of a luissez fuire type -were laid out, individuals would create their own 
little best worlds as they saw fit.19 Down to the New Deal, Democrats were 
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committed to strict Constitutionalism. In reaction against Franklin Roosevelt's 
loose interpretation and efforts to pack the Supreme Court, many traditional 
Democrats, typified by Al Smith, broke away. 

The Whigs, by contrast, were a teleological party. They had visions of a good 
society and believed it was the duty of the government to help build it. Their major 
concern was with economic modernization, and, in view of the underdeveloped 
economy, it was government's task to establish a national bank, encourage 
industry through protective tariffs, and provide money for such internal improve- 
ments as roads, canals, railroads and port facilities. The Whigs also promoted 
moral reforms, notably in the arena of public schools and asylums.2u 

The Republican party continued the teleological search for a good society, 
and, in its early days, added the fervor of post-millennialists. The Civil War 
would not only crush disunion, it would forever eliminate the evil of slavery, and, 
in the process, enable the party to push for rapid economic modernization. As 
Lincoln's Genysburg Address shows, the Republicans had a deep vision of a great 
society in the new world that would be a beacon to the old world as well. The old 
rules hardly mattered, as constitutional quibbles fell away in the face of marching 
armies.21 

The approach to political history through the analysis of modes of moral 
reasoning permits a broadening of the ethnocultural model. The religious align- 
ments of the nineteenth century can be predicted on the basis of theology and, 
especially, ethics. The fraction of Americans who were not connected with 
churches -from one-third to one-fourth of the electorate in the second half of the 
century -may have aligned themselves according to their ethical principles. As 
for those hedonistic individuals who did not have ethical standards reaching 
beyond their kinfolk, little can be  said, although there is some evidence they were 
inclined to be Democrats. The distinction between teleological-Republican and 
deontological-Democraticcan also incorporate libertarians and free-thinkers. In- 
deed, it is possible to generalize further, by identifying teleological ethics and 
pietism with a "modern" personality, and deontological ethics and liturgicalism 
with traditionalism. This explains why traditionlistic immigrant groups, like 
European peasants and southern blacks who crowded into northern cities in the 
1900's and 1950's automatically aligned themselves with the traditionalistic 
party, the Democrats. 

In the twentieth century the connections between religion and politics weak- 
ened greatly. Pietists in mainline denominations dropped their post-millennia1 
dreams, and concentrated on building happier lives for themselves and their 
families. Ministers assumed a pastoral rather than prophetic role, attempting 
primarily to provide psychological uplift and comfort to their parishioners. The 
minor sects and the fundamentalists, while maintaining a revivalist style, became 
liturgical in the sense of emphasis on rituals (the revival itself), and on theological 
orthodoxy. In recent years major groups like the Missouri Synod and the Southern 
Baptists have poured their energies into defining a rigid orthodoxy based on the 
infallibility of the Bible. The new evangelicals have been proselytizing vigorous- 
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ly, but have avoided politics save where they feel the laws of the land have been 
altered to incorporate false rules of morality.23 Hence the "Moral Majority" type 
of movement can be seen as a negative effort to block or reverse constitutional 
changes (ERA, pornography, abortion), rather than as a positive movement to 
build a good society through government action. The Catholic Church, notably in 
the era of Pope John XXIII, has modernized itself by eliminating traditional rituals 
and beliefs. The conflict between Papal resistance to birth control and actual 
practice reveals that most Catholics reject rigid deontological ethics in favor of 
idealistic norms of personal fulfillment. While radical Catholics in Latin America 
have adopted post-millennia1 social goals -"liberation theology" -the parallel 
movement among American Catholics remains quite weak except on college 
campuses.24 

The major theological innovation in this century, as far as politics is con- 
cerned, was the rise of the Social Gospel among mainline northem pietists and, to 
a lesser extent, among Catholics.25 The origins can be traced to the German 
theologian Albrecht Ritschl, who rejected the inner search for salvation in favor of 
a communal search, and to the American Baptist-socialist Walter Rauschenbusch. 
The national leadership of major Protestant bodies adopted the principles of the 
Social Gospel early in the twentieth century (at a time when southern Methodists, 
Baptists and Presbyterians who did not agree with the new theology, had denomi- 
nations separate from their northern counterparts). The Federal Council of 
Churches (now the National Council), together with denominational commis- 
sions, vigorously promulgated the idea that the Kingdom of God can be built on 
earth by destroying social evils (militarism, poverty, the sins of capitalism, 
racism). Collective guilt on the part of those who foster or tolerate such evils is a 
main theme of the present-day Social Gospel. However, the great majority of the 
members of the mainline denominations have resisted this new theology, opening 
a wide chasm between the leadership and the rank-and-file. One result of this 
tension has been a sharp decline in membership in the liberal churches.26 

The clerical leadership has had more influence as a direct lobby on govern- 
ment. Early in the century, the Progressive wing of the G.O.P., led by Theodore 
Roosevelt, accepted the Social Gospel as a guide to government policy. Eventual- 
ly the conservatives drove out this wing of the G.O.P., but it continues to flourish 
among liberal Democrats. Theology perhaps plays less a role than the fact that 
traditionalists form the core of the Democratic party. Inspired by Franklin Roose- 
velt, the liberal democrats made their highest goal the protection of traditional 
groups who are most marginal to the modem economy -the poor, blacks, recent 
immigrants, and employed women. The Republicans, by stressing the central 
importance of strengthening the modem aspects of the economy with pro-busi- 
ness, low tax, low spending policies, retain a teleological goal for government, 
albeit quite different in content from the liberals.27The libertarian movement, in 
contrast to both major parties, stresses a deontological, rights- and rules-oriented, 
laissez faire system within which individuals, but not society as a whole, can 
shape their goals.28 
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The religious polarities that shaped American politics in the nineteenth cen- 
tury have largely faded. True, the process whereby youth "inherit" parental 
politics as well as parental religion still produces a correlation between religion 
and politics. Catholics report Democratic affiliation more often than Protestants, 
but the actual voting differentials have almost di~appeared.~'However, one of the 
deep forces of religion, the ethical sense or mode of moral reasoning, still operates 
to distinguish teleological from deontological approaches to political judgment. In 
the teleological camp we find both conservative Republicans and liberal demo- 
crats - seeking different goals for society, to be sure, but both committed to 
creating a good society. In the deontological camp we find fundamentalist and 
evangelical groups, whose pre-millenarian beliefs block the search for social 
goals, but who oppose the constitutional imposition of rules they find unaccepta- 
ble, and also the libertarians who demand a reformulation of the rules of society in 
order to maximize individual 0ptions.3~ 
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